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CHAPTER V 

CONCLUSION 

 

Every person always has problem in his or her family which can cause a 

conflict in his or her life. This situation also happens in Johanna 

Lindsey’sBrave The Wild Wind.In this novel, Thomas Blair faces intense 

conflicts with himself, his daughter, his wife, and Laton Bowdre.  So he is in 

difficult situation and it makes him feel frustrated.  

 The first conflict is Thomas Blair’s conflict with his daughter because 

Thomas’s  rearing to his daughter make Jessica suffer and he make his 

daughter style change as man style because he dreams like child son so that  

he can vengeance to his wife. He does treat daughter as like child son so that  

he make his daughter teaching about hoe horse, his daughter used clothes 

from man, he teaching  Jessie hate her mother and take care livestock horse in 

the meadow near Indian. So, his daughter has a little respect to her mother as 

Thomas becomes a dominant figure in his life. Since Jessica’s mother divorce 

Racheldoes not stay with Thomas. 

         The second conflict is Thomas’ conflict with Rachel about divorce 

because of Thomas Blair misunderstanding. Thomas always spends his time 

with work take care livestock horse and does not care his wife.  Third is 

Thomas conflict withLaton Bowdre happens because gambling, debts and 

they have disagreement on the play card game. Then Thomas is dead because 

Laton Bowdre kills Thomas.  
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        Based on the explanation above, it can be concluded that Thomas 

Blair has conflicts and he cannot deny it. It rises his emotion and him makes 

him frustated. After facing conflict in life, he gets satisfaction and has great 

changing to make a better life. On the other hand, conflicts have cause and 

effect that maycause him to suffer helplessness and anxiety. So it should be 

solved to make great changes. 

 

 

 


